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Agenda

Improved in vitro 
aerosol testing 

paradigm

Case Study 1(1)

Reassess whole aerosol 
exposure approach – POC 
using Air agar Ames assay

Case Study 2(2)

Application of 
approach in 

mammalian cell 
system using ALI

Case study 3(3)

Optimisation of 
approach and 
comparison of 
devices (device 

evolution)

Case study 4(4)

Linking studies, cell 
lines and human 

exposure using multiple 
approaches

1 = Thorne et al., 2018; 2 = Bishop et al., 2019; 3 = Bishop et al., 2020; 4 = Thorne et al., 2019



New categories

Tobacco Heating 
Product

E-Cigarette

NO 
COMBUSTION

NO 
COMBUSTION

Cigarette

COMBUSTION

>7,000 chemicals (5) >96% reduction* (7)>90% reduction* (6)

*based on % reductions compared to reference cigarette smoke
5 = Perfetti 2013; 6 = Forster et al., 2018; 7 = Margham et al 2016



Rationale for in vitro optimisation

• Many early in vitro studies conducted e-cig assessments based on methods optimised for 
cigarette smoke

• Not surprisingly these experiments were deemed negative, and don’t take into account 
the change in the physical and chemical makeup of aerosol from new categories

• No opportunity to compare within category due to lack of responses

• No method for comparing dose was applied leaving the data without context



Example: Rationale for in vitro optimisation*

*data taken from Neilson et al., 2015 (8)



New approaches

Create a more 
appropriate 

exposure 
experimental design

Can not simply 
mirror cigarette 
smoke testing 

approaches

Apply knowledge 
to create new 

aerosol 
approaches

Applied 
dosimetry 

assessments

Increase 
exposure to 

drive response

Contextualising 
data against 

Human 
consumption 

data

More accurate 
analysis of 

resulting data



Case Study 1

Extreme testing of undiluted e-cigarette aerosol in vitro using an Ames air-agar-interface 
technique (1)

• First approach to increase exposure efficiency

• Undiluted approaches employed due to lack of 
response under “standard” conditions

• VC 10 smoke exposure system was modified to 
maximise delivery

• BAT ePen closed e-cigarette system

• Instead of a set exposure time and dilution, 
exposures were managed up to 900 undiluted puffs

1 = Thorne et al., 2018



The approach

• VC 10 “modified” to deliver the entire puff to the 
exposure module

• Exposure managed via puff number compared to 
time and dilution

• Data contextualised against human consumption 
data



The data 
• TA98 & TA100 negative up to 900 

puffs

• TA97, TA102 and E.coli all negative 
up to 900 puffs

• Red line represents human daily 
puff estimates approx. 200puffs 
per day

• Thinning of background lawn 
observed at 900 puffs across most 
strains, indicating top dose 
achieved, limit of toxicity



Case Study 2

An approach to testing undiluted e-cigarette aerosol in vitro using 3D reconstituted 
human airway epithelium (2)

• Same principles employed as those used in study 1, 
but modified for mammalian cell system

• VC 10 smoke exposure system was modified 
(differently) to maximise delivery

• BAT eBox open tank e-cigarette system

• Instead of a set exposure time and dilution, 
exposures were managed using puffs

2 = Bishop et al., 2019



The approach

▪ Determine exposure conditions using VC 10 undiluted e-cig 
(eBox) vapour following CRM 81 smoking regime

▪ Define a cytotoxicity curve for eBox in MucilAir cells

▪ Demonstrate appropriate exposure via delivered nicotine 
concentration 

▪ Measurement of cilia beat frequency (CBF), cilia active area 
(AA) and trans epithelial electrical resistance (TEER) to 
determine pre-cytotoxic morphological changes

▪ Use flavour additive to demonstrate a positive (aerosolised) 
control response



MucilAir exposed to undiluted 3R4F under HCI or undiluted e-cigarette aerosol under CRM 81

The data – e-cig dose response



The data – functional endpoints

Decreased in cilia beat frequency, 
active area and TEER over the 

duration of exposure, consistent 
with observations of increase 

toxicity

TEER

CBF

AA



The data – positive aerosol control

Cinnamaldehyde was used as a 
positive aerosol control within the 
experiment, which showed a clear 

dose response



Case Study 3

A 3D in vitro comparison of two undiluted e-cigarette aerosol generating platforms *

• Here we are evolving from the previous 2 studies

• Enhanced our knowledge of exposure and have 
created a “hybrid” exposure platform, designed to 
work with NGPs and to deliver undiluted aerosol

• Comparing between in vitro aerosol platforms and 
between e-cigarette technologies (demonstrate 
device evolution)

• Applying all previous learnings

*publication close to submission – Bishop et al., 2020 (4)



The data – exposure platform comparison

Similar response observed for e-cigarette 
aerosol using the two different platforms (non –

commercial formulation)



The data – device evolution?

Using a commercial blended tobacco 
formulation (18mg/ml) we can see a significant 

difference in device toxicity



Case Study 4

A case study for the comparison of in vitro data across multiple exposure studies with 
extrapolation to human dose (4)

• Looked at 5 historical cigarette datasets
• Cell types & morphologies 
• Exposure platforms

• Used applied dosimetry measurements to 
contextualise data

• Linked in vitro deposition to Human daily dose 
estimates

4 = Thorne et al., 2019

Study 2 Bridging dataHuman 
Dose

Study 1Dosimetry  Study 4

Study 5 Bridging systemsStudy 3



Study parameters

Study parameter Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5

Exposure system Vitrocell VC 10 Borgwaldt RM20S Vitrocell VC1 Vitrocell VC 10 Vitrocell VC 10

Cell type BALB/c NCI-H292 EpiAirway MucilAir EpiAirway

Cell structure 2D 2D 3D 3D 3D

Exposure time (mins) 184 30 360 12 8

Study exposure range 1–10 L/min 1:5–1:250 (1:x) 1 L/min 0-12 (mins) 0-8 (mins)

Vacuum (mL/min) 5 N/A 25 5 5

Cytotoxicity assay NRU NRU MTT MTT MTT

Dosimetry technique (µg/cm2) QCM Fluorescence spectroscopy QCM QCM QCM

Dosimetry obtained in situ of 

exposure
Yes Yes No – offline Yes Yes



The data – comparison of studies

• 2D studies differ compare to 3D

• H292 and BALB/c show similar response 
using two different exposure systems

• MucilAir and EpiAirway show similar 
response despite different exposure 
systems

• Undiluted exposure show similar 
response to diluted approaches

• Applied dosimetry approaches can link 
divergent studies



Conclusions

• In vitro techniques have to evolve alongside new emerging products

• Can not rely on traditional cigarette smoke testing approaches. These new categories are chemically 
and physically different and should be treated as such

• Future e-cigarette (&THP) testing should consider the following aspects to ensure appropriate 
conclusions/interpretation of data:-

• Aerosol delivery (Dose)

• Applied dosimetry approaches to make the data more meaningful (bridging of data)

• Contextualisation of data through human consumption and dose extrapolation

• We have demonstrated the evolution of techniques, which has allowed us to bridge between 
platforms, simplify exposure setup, experimental design and demonstrate e-cigarette technology 
evolution 
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